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Abstract
This article introduces an exploratory computational approach to extending the realm of automated
journalism from simple descriptions to richer and more complex event-driven narratives, based on original applied research in structured journalism. The practice of automated journalism is reviewed and a
major constraint on the potential to automate journalistic writing is identified, namely the absence of
data models sufficient to encode the journalistic knowledge necessary for automatically writing eventdriven narratives. A detailed proposal addressing this constraint is presented, based on the representation of journalistic knowledge as structured event and structured narrative data. We describe a prototyped database of structured events and narratives, and introduce two methods of using event and narrative data from the prototyped database to provide journalistic knowledge to a commercial automated
writing platform. Detailed examples of the use of each method are provided, including a successful application of the approach to stories about car chases, from initial data reporting through to automatically
generated text. A framework for evaluating automatically generated event-driven narratives is proposed,
several technical and editorial challenges to applying the approach in practice are discussed, and several
high-level conclusions about the importance of data structures in automated journalism workflows are
provided.
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Introduction
Natural language generation (NLG) technology – the automatic creation of text from digital structure
data – has been productized and commercialized over the past decade by several companies, such as
Arria, Applied Semantics, Automated Insights, and Narrative Science. This technology first appeared in
the 1950’s as part of machine translation efforts (McDonald 2010; Reiter 2010), but its use has expanded
substantially in recent years. Modern NLG products are primarily marketed as enterprise tools for making insights from ‘big data’ accessible to people without specialized expertise, however these technologies are also increasingly used to automate certain routine writing tasks within news organizations – a
practice known as ‘automated journalism’ (for an overview see Dörr 2016).
Previous research into automated journalism classified it as a form of quantitative journalism,
sometimes also referred to as ‘algorithmic journalism’ or ‘robot journalism’ (Anderson 2012; Coddington
2015). This research has focused on its professional use by journalists (Thurman, Dörr, and Kunert 2017),
on audience perceptions of automated content (Clerwall 2014; Graefe et al. 2016), on societal or economic implications (van Dalen 2012; Carlson 2014; Young and Hermida 2015; Latar 2015; Dörr 2016), on
transparency (Diakopoulos 2015; Diakopoulos and Koliska 2016), on attribution (Montal and Reich 2016),
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on professional, organizational, and societal levels of responsibility (Dörr and Hollnbuchner 2016), and
on a broad range of technical, cultural, political and ethical questions (Boyd and Crawford 2012; Lewis
and Westlund 2015a,b; Hammond 2015; Saurwein et al. 2015). Despite various concerns revealed by this
academic attention, the use of automated journalism in newsrooms has steadily increased, motivated by
an urgent need for sustainable business models for news organizations and by intense economic pressure to increase productivity in producing journalistic content (Anderson et al. 2012; Örnebring and Ferrer Conill 2016).
Early examples of the use of NLG technology to automate journalism are mostly confined to relatively short texts in limited domains, but are nonetheless impressive in terms of both quality and quantity. The text produced is generally indistinguishable from text written by human writers and the number
of text documents generated substantially exceeds what is possible from manual editorial processes
(Clerwall 2014; Graefe et al. 2016). Automated writing tools are therefore increasingly being integrated
into publishing workflows, including at the Associated Press and at the Los Angeles Times. Despite this
success there is a widespread consensus that the potential for NLG technology to automate journalistic
writing is limited to simple descriptions that are already commonly represented as data, the most obvious examples being the writing of routine sports and financial news. This descriptive reporting of routine
news is an important part of the journalistic portfolio of most newsrooms, but NLG technology has not
yet been shown to be suited to the production of longer-form news articles and it is unable to incorporate the storytelling value of more sophisticated, and more valuable, journalism (Dörr 2016).
Extending the use of automated journalism beyond simple descriptive reports is not prohibited
by deficiencies in NLG software, but by the absence of appropriate data needed to automate more complex journalistic writing, such as event-driven storytelling. This ‘absence of data’ does not merely refer to
the idea that certain data are not routinely collected or cannot easily be procured, but to the much more
challenging idea that the ‘kind’ of data required for the application of automation to complex journalistic
storytelling does not exist. In other words, the major barrier to the automation of more sophisticated
journalism is not just the absence of data but also the absence of methods of encoding information
(‘data models’) that are appropriate for capturing more sophisticated journalistic knowledge as data.
Events are the central semantic feature of news, and therefore the lack of data models suitable for encoding journalistic events and stories as data prevents the adoption of automated journalism beyond
routine descriptive reporting.
This article focuses on an exploratory computational approach to overcoming this ‘absence of
data’ barrier and thereby extending the realm of automated journalism from simple descriptions to
richer and more complex event-driven narratives. We will briefly review the research project upon which
this work is based, and then will describe a generic NLG platform, illustrating why the first (‘version 1.0’)
generation of automated journalism practices have been restricted to simple description. We will then
present a computational view of ‘story’, showing how simple event-driven narratives can be represented
as data. This is followed by a proposal for using NLG and computational story representations together
to generate complex journalistic narratives, with a description of two methods to doing so. We provide
detailed examples of each method, including a successful demonstration of Automated Insights´ WordSmith platform to automatically generate event-driven journalistic narratives of car chases (‘pursuit stories’) using data from a prototyped database of fully structured journalistic events. These approaches
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show how automated journalism might facilitate more complex digital storytelling in editorial environments, enabling a new (‘version 2.0’) generation of automated journalism practices. Finally a discussion
of the challenges associated with more complex automated journalism is presented, including the challenge of evaluating automated texts and the challenge of extending journalistic education and skill sets
to encompass ‘computational thinking’.

The Structured Stories Project
The project described in this article is part of a larger research and development effort focused on exploring the application of structured events and structured narratives to journalism. This effort is based
on an experimental platform called Structured Stories, which enables journalists to enter journalistic
events and narratives into a ‘story database’ that is not based on written text, but instead uses the semantics, or ‘meaning’, of journalistic events to represent news stories entirely as structured data
(Caswell 2015). Story databases like Structured Stories demonstrate a radically new approach to working
with journalistic information and enable many novel ways to collect, distribute and consume news. The
platform was evaluated during 2015 and early 2016 by reporters from Duke University’s Reporter’s Lab,
from the University of Missouri School of Journalism and from a major Los Angeles-based newsroom
(Caswell et al. 2015).
For this project the structured event and structured narrative information stored in the Structured Stories database were used to enable the automatic generation of event-driven narratives using
WordSmith, an automated writing tool developed by Automated Insights, one of the leading providers of
commercial NLG technologies. A series of trial-and-error experiments were conducted during early 2016,
seeking to format data from the Structured Stories database in a way that could be used with WordSmith
to generate event-driven narrative texts. Results from these experiments were shared with Automated
Insights in April 2016 and the approaches are now being applied in ongoing development of the Structured Stories platform.

Natural Language Generation
Commercialized automated writing platforms suitable for application in journalism (such as Automated
Insights’ WordSmith platform or Narrative Science’s Quill platform) are usually based on an approach to
NLG that is sometimes referred to as ‘dynamic templating’ (Deemter et al. 2005). These platforms enable
the construction of language generation templates – complex arrangements of logic and associated text
fragments. Each template is designed to operate with a particular data model, and can then be used by
the platform to assemble blocks of written text from its text fragments based on any dataset with fields
formatted in accordance with that data model. These templates are essentially discrete hierarchical trees
of conditional (i.e. ‘if-then-else’) logic that provide a text-assembly procedure for all eventualities that
may occur in any dataset formatted according to the designated data model. For example: If data field 1
is X then write “this”, else if data field 1 is Y then write “that”. Although this technique appears to be relatively simple, implementing it in a way that can be practically used in a production editorial environment is not trivial, because the complexity of the template increases very quickly for most useful applications.
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The central challenge of a template-based NLG platform is in enabling template design in a way
that facilitates the interplay between data-determined logical choices and the authoring of text fragments that ensure grammatical coherence in the assembled block of text. The WordSmith platform, for
example, provides an array of tools that enable template authors to manage trigger data, to detect and
use features and trends in data, to use nesting of conditional logic branches, to apply comparative logic,
to randomly use lexical and phrase synonyms, to format numerical text, etc., as well as providing a simple authoring environment and testing process. Authoring NLG templates for automated journalism requires continually trading off between the multiple criteria that contribute to the quality of the possible
text outputs created using the template. These criteria include the target data model, the type and range
of values possible in each field of the data model, the quality and completeness of data, the grammatical
coherence of the text output under all data values, the editorial voice of the text output, and, of course,
the author’s structural and stylistic choices (or ‘angle’) to be expressed in the text output. The ability to
work with these criteria editorially, as a writer, rather than technically, as a programmer, is a key distinction between modern commercial NLG systems and their predecessors, which required the building of
complex text plans as ‘discourse structure trees’ and sentence plan scripts written in ‘Sentence Planning
Language‘ (Reiter and Dale 1997). Thankfully, template authoring for journalism is now largely an editorial task, however it still requires ‘computational thinking’ – an ability to think abstractly about the use of
language while simultaneously applying logical rules and practical language skills (Wing 2006; Creech and
Mendelson 2015). This is a skillset that is not yet a common component of journalism education.
This description of NLG and its use in automated journalism reveals several major limitations relating to data. The obvious limitation is that the entire process is completely determined by the available
data. A less obvious limitation is that the use of available data is also restricted by the data model by
which the data is organized. It doesn’t matter, for example, that a certain type of data is available if it is
blended with other data within a single field, or if it is present in an arbitrary manner across multiple
fields, or if its interpretation is ambiguous either within individual fields or across multiple fields. An additional limitation is imposed by the logical complexity of templates, which can quickly become unmanageable if the available data fields are not directly related to their intended use within the template. A
substantial intellectual burden is imposed on the template author if he/she is forced to use conditional
logic to isolate aspects of the data needed for text description, rather than just access the necessary information directly as a data field.
These data-related limitations combine to restrict most uses of NLG to description – the static
portrayal of a situation or the status of some multi-variant system or scenario, such as an earnings report
containing multiple financial variables. Even the use of NLG platforms to describe gameplay, to compare
descriptions of periodic snapshots, or to describe time series information, is typically done in a primarily
descriptive manner that recites aspects of the underlying data as a ‘state’, or as a static picture rendered
in words. In practice this often results in output text that contains a relatively narrow range of verbs,
such as ‘was’, ‘is’, ‘increased’ and ‘decreased’, or their synonyms. Automated journalism using existing
data and existing data models might therefore often be more accurately referred to as ‘automated description’.
Figure 1 shows an example of a descriptive text written with NLG software. This text was pro-
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duced and published in 2016 by the Associated Press using Automated Insights’ WordSmith NLG platform driven by quarterly financial data provided by Zacks Investment Research. This text can be automatically generated using only a handful of data variables, such as share price at and after the close of
the market, posted revenue and earnings, and averaged analyst expectations of earnings.

FIGURE 1
Example of a descriptive quarterly earnings report generated automatically for the Associated Press using WordSmith and data provided by Zacks Investment Research

Computational Stories
Journalism is not fundamentally based on description, but on event-driven story. Journalists are highly
skilled at recognizing, creating, organizing and communicating stories in natural language, and the centrality of story to journalism is almost unanimously acknowledged by journalists (Roeh 1989; Pavlik 2000;
Deuze 2005). The concept of ‘story’ is sometimes difficult for human beings to clearly define, because
consuming stories is such an effortless and ever-present experience for humans that defining the mechanism seems unnecessary (Boyd 2009). But story is a mechanism. More specifically it is a knowledge representation mechanism, possibly of biological origin, for organizing temporal events in a manner optimized for cognitive access and use. A rapidly growing body of literature in a wide variety of scientific disciplines, from cognitive psychology to linguistics to artificial intelligence, is identifying the components
and applications of story (Radvansky and Zacks 2014; Baldassano et al. 2016; Mani 2013), and an array of
technologies have recently appeared that enable working with story computationally to become practical for the first time (Rospocher et al. 2016; Caswell 2015).
Stories are arrangements of events and therefore representing news stories computationally (i.e.
as data) requires first representing discrete news events computationally (Abbott 2008). Event representation requires constructing libraries of ‘event abstractions’ – generalized forms of fundamental types of
events that define the action of the event and the semantic roles that various participants, entities and
locations play in that action. For example, a simplified event abstraction might take the form of ‘[X] appointed [Y] to the position of [Z]’, in which the activity of the event is narrowly specified (the appointment of a person to a position by another person or organization), and the specific semantic roles (the
appointer, the appointee, the position) are variables. These event abstractions can then be used to capture particular news events as structured data, a process known as ‘instantiation’. Particular news events
are instantiated by ‘filling in’ the semantic role variables with references to the participants, entities, locations, etc. to create a unique record of that event. This approach, while still experimental, has become
6
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much more practical in recent years because of the new availability of libraries of event abstractions
such as FrameNet (Baker 2008), the Events and Situations Ontology (Segers et al. 2015) or Schema.org
‘actions’ (Schema.org), and also because of the availability of common digital references for participants,
entities, locations, etc. (Knowledge graphs and other ‘semantic web’ infrastructure).
The arrangement of structured events into coherent story representations requires more than
merely assembling a temporally-ordered list of events. Stories have at least three properties that should
ideally be represented in the arrangement of structured events, all of which are relatively simple:
1. Events should exist independently of the stories in which they are used, thereby allowing any
specific event to be present in multiple stories and facilitating the development of ‘narrative networks’.
2. Events should be assigned different values within a particular story, indicating their relative importance within that story based on one or more value schemes.
3. Events should be arranged in a way that facilitates ‘semantic zoom’ - the ability to recursively
nest story detail such that it can be directly accessed from particular events.
The combination of a representation scheme for capturing news events as structure and a representation scheme for assembling structured events into stories together provide a possible data model for
general news stories.
Projects that implement news story representations in a manner similar to that described above
are increasingly common. An early example is the BBC’s Storyline ontology (Rissen et al. 2013), and a
more recent example is the recently completed NewsReader project (Rospocher et al. 2016), which is
centered on what its developers call ‘an event-centric knowledge graph’. An academic workshop on
“computing news storylines” is held annually, and several similar projects are underway in the government and intelligence communities. Simultaneously, a new form of journalism, known as ‘structured
journalism’ has recently emerged, which focuses on technologies and workflows for capturing and publishing journalistic knowledge as structured data. Although practical datasets based on taxonomies of
activity are still rare, there are several examples of practical datasets that are very close to an
event-based format, particularly in the government domain (e.g. GovTrack.us, TrackBill.com, etc.).
The news database used for the demonstration of NLG in this article was Structured Stories
(Caswell 2015), a prototyped news database that uses FrameNet (Baker 2008), a library of semantic
frames, as the formal basis of event structure. Unlike some other event and story representations, Structured Stories relies on the entry of structured events and stories manually, by journalists, and it is therefore particularly well suited as a basis for experiments in automated journalism due to the high quality of
its data. The structured event representation used by Structured Stories is based on the concept of
frame semantics – a view that meaning in language exists only within specific contexts, known as a ‘semantic frames’. A simple example is the ‘commerce’ semantic frame, which implies certain roles (buyer,
seller, goods, payment, etc.) and certain actions (buying, selling, paying, etc.). Structured Stories uses
FrameNet to define detailed ‘event frames’ that provide abstractions of specific journalistic events,
which can then be instantiated as records of actual events – for example “Microsoft Inc. bought Skype
Communications from Silver Lake L.L.C. for $8.5 billion USD”. These structured records of actual events
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are then assembled into structured stories based on the story characteristics described above.

Event-driven Natural Language Generation
The availability of structured databases of news events and news stories opens up the possibility of using
template-based natural language generation as a mechanism for automating the production of journalistic text articles based on event-driven stories rather than just static description. While some forms of
knowledge representation existed in earlier NLG systems (Reiter and Dale 1997), these were typically entities, concepts and relations rather than events and stories. In contrast, the availability of structured
events and structured narratives offers new potential to represent news events and journalistic stories
directly, for use in automated writing. Realizing that potential is not straightforward, however, because
the contents of the structured news database must still be translated into a standardized form suitable
for use with specific NLG templates. This is difficult because news stories (whether structured or not) are
inherently unpredictable, whereas NLG templates essentially require data that is perfectly predictable.
One approach to converting a structured story into a standardized format suitable for use with
an NLG template is to develop abstractions of stories – a standardized ‘kind’ of story, within a particular
domain, that can be loosely expected to contain particular ‘kinds’ of events in a particular order. A familiar example of a story abstraction is the ‘road trip story’ – each one is different, but each also can be expected to contain particular kinds of events in a particular order (a motivating event, setting out, various
geographic milestones, hotel stays, meals, various adventures, the arrival or return, and possibly some
consequences). If the domain is constrained enough, and if the variation from story to story is small
enough, then events from the structured story database can be mapped to ‘event kinds’ in the story abstraction to produce a standardization of each story ‘kind’. This approach can be relatively easy to implement and was used for the project described below, demonstrating automated generation of car chase
(or ‘pursuit’) stories from structured events (example 1). It would likely work equally well with a wide variety of relatively predictable stories in journalistic domains such as crime, business, politics, disaster reporting, etc., but would be unsuited for less formulaic kinds of stories.
A second approach is therefore needed in order to convert relatively unpredictable structured
stories into a standardized format. One possibility is to break up the story into a series of ‘story fragments’, each of which is then mapped to a standardized format matched with a particular NLG template.
These ‘story fragments’ are converted into natural language independently and the resulting text blocks
are assembled into a complete text document. This is a much more challenging approach because it requires that each ‘story fragment’ be correctly recognized within the story database and correctly
mapped into the correct standardized format. It also requires that the text within each of the NLG templates be authored such that the final text document assembled from the text blocks is grammatically
and logically coherent. This is the approach taken for an ongoing project attempting to automatically
generate local and state government stories from structured events (see example 2 below). Although
more challenging, this approach also offers the possibility of generating much more flexible stories that
may not need to be constrained to narrow domains.
In terms of the specific data inputs to an natural language generation platform, the availability of
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structured event data enables an important and possibly novel characteristic in how events are represented in the standardized data used by the platform: it enables events and their semantic roles to be
handled as data values instead of as data fields. This emphasis on news events as variables enables the
automation of text that approaches true storytelling, with a much wider variety of verbs communicating
a much richer range of activity. Direct access to structured news events might also eventually permit the
encoding of causality as a structured relationship between discrete events, thereby enabling automated
journalism to communicate causation and explanation.
Example 1: Pursuit stories
The pursuit story project originated with a small set of car chase stories reported into the Structured Stories database, using the platform’s user interface, by reporters from the NBC SoCal newsroom in Los Angeles during the autumn of 2015. The intent of the project was merely to explore the potential of structured journalism to accumulate pursuit story content, possibly for interactive display, and there was no
initial intention to use the data for automated journalism. The events of each story were reported directly as structured data, using information obtained during the newsroom’s normal reporting activities.
As the stories accumulated it became apparent that there were significant similarities from story
to story - not in the literal activity of the story, which varied wildly, but in the ‘part’ that each event
played within the story. For example, each story contained an ‘initiating event’, ranging from speeding to
murder. Each story contained a ‘concluding event’, ranging from the suspect simply giving up to the suspect being shot dead by police. Most stories contained one or more ‘consequence events’, such as jail
time or hospitalization. Many stories contained some kind of distinct ‘unusual event’, some remarkable
occurrence but with specific activity that varied dramatically from story to story. The observed similarity
was therefore in the form of these structured stories, rather than in the details of the activity within
them. The stories were quite literally formulaic.
This observation, combined with access to Automated Insight’s WordSmith platform, led to a
small development project aimed at transforming the structured event data from these structured pursuit stories into a standardized data format suitable for use with a WordSmith language generation template. The steps taken to accomplish this data transformation task were as follows:
1. Definition of a standardized data model based on data fields representing the ‘parts’ that events
played within a generic pursuit story (i.e. not based on the events themselves).
2. Mapping the structured events from each story to the standardized data model. This was first
done by hand, and then semi-automatically using signals from the frequency of use of ‘kinds’ of
events.
3. Authoring of text fragments for each of the ‘event abstractions’ used to define the structured
events in the stories. To be clear, these text fragments are not authored for the many instantiated events, but for the relatively few event abstractions upon which the instantiated events
were based.
4. Development of a WordSmith template for the standardized data model, which could then be
tested against data formatted with that data model.
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5. Iteration of the process until the standardized data model and the WordSmith template stabilized.
The final standardized data model that resulted from this process contained 48 data fields, listed in figure 2. Twenty-one of these data fields were based on structured events from the story database, and
these are highlighted. Some structured events generated multiple data fields, and not every story generated data values for each data field.

FIGURE 2
Data fields filled from structured event data and used to generate story text
The data values required for each of the event-based data fields were fragments of descriptive text that
could be used by WordSmith to assemble the output text using the template. This required associating a
fragment of descriptive text with each of the event frames used to instantiate the structured events of
the stories, enabling that text to be used for each event instantiated from that event frame. These text
fragments were relatively simple.
Some text fragments were single words describing an outcome of an activity, for example:
“injury”
“death”
Some text fragments were short statements based on the police designation upon which the event was
based as a definite or indefinite article, for example:
10
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“a possible DUI [driving under the influence]”
“a report of shots fired”
“the identification of a wanted person”
“the observation of suspicious activity”
Some text fragments referred implicitly to the main character of the event in describing an outcome of
the event, for example:
“treated for injuries”
“pronounced dead”
“taken into custody”
“captured following a search”
Finally, some text fragments were more complex descriptions of the structured event. Unlike the text
fragments described above, these complex text fragments cannot be constructed solely from the information contained in the event frame, because they use information from the semantic roles of the instantiated structured event. Examples of these complex text fragments are:
“the suspect deliberately crashed into a police vehicle”
“the driver hit speeds of 100 mph”
The generation of standardized data for each structured pursuit story already directly uses information
from the semantic roles of the instantiated structured events (for example character names, locations
and routes). The technical aspect of constructing these complex text fragments is therefore not particularly difficult, although the editorial aspect may be more challenging.
Each structured pursuit story was therefore mapped into the single standardized data format
created using the techniques described above. Although some of this mapping was performed manually
for this experiment, manual intervention was only permitted via clear procedures that could be easily
automated. In practice this was restricted to aspects of the selection process by which specific structured
events were chosen to fill specific event-based data fields in the standardized data model.
An example of an automatically generated pursuit story article generated by WordSmith from
the standardized data is shown in Figure 3:
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FIGURE 3
Example of a dynamic “pursuit story” generated automatically from event data from a structured story.
Note: The last paragraph in this article is intended to be driven by accumulated data within a structured
news database. This project involved only a small number of stories and therefore the values were left at
zero to avoid confusion that might result from the use of test data
Although not longer than many text documents already generated automatically, and not based
on more data fields than many text documents already generated automatically, these ‘pursuit stories’
stories are unlike other output of automated journalism using NLG, because they are clearly reciting an
event-by-event narrative. The authors are not aware of any examples of automated journalism that exhibit a similar event-driven narrative structure. The closest such examples are automatically produced
articles that compare temporally sequential values, such as quarterly earnings, or that describe generalized gameplay, such as inning-by-inning descriptions of baseball games. The apparent novelty of the
event-driven narratives over other template-driven outputs appears to result from at least two factors.
First, variability in kinds of events appears to be far more unusual than variability in numbers or names,
and second, the combination of variability in events with variability in the characters, entities and locations that participate in those events appears to provide an additional layer of complexity, beyond that
typically achievable from a one-dimensional data record. The authors therefore hypothesize that readers
may at least partly respond to the fact that these articles are event-driven narratives rather than merely
descriptions. A formal assessment of the qualitative differences in reader experience between static descriptions (figure 1) and event-driven narratives (figure 2) is planned as future work, using comparative
surveys that remove the possible difference in interest level between article subject matter.
The approach described here is not unique to pursuit stories, but is illustrative of an entire class
of news stories that exhibit relatively stable patterns of events even if the specific activity of those
events varies from story to story. Other domains that tend to exhibit this ‘formulaic’ characteristic include many crime stories, celebrity stories, stories about natural disasters, stories about business activity, many political stories, legal stories and probably stories in many other domains. The data necessary
to support the automated writing of such stories could be gathered from a combination of automation
and manual reporting, perhaps managed by news organizations for use in generating multiple forms of
text output, interactive content and other data-centric news products.
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Example 2: Local and State Government stories
The relative ease with which structured pursuit stories can be expressed as written text using WordSmith
suggests that applying the technique to less predictable structured stories might also be possible. The
domain of local and state government stories was selected for a second experiment, because the Structured Stories database already contained a selection of such stories, and because automating these stories would be particularly valuable.
Journalism about the day-to-day activities of local and state governments is in crisis. Newsrooms
no longer have the resources to cover the routine, cumulative activities in legislatures and city councils,
and the long-term and periodic nature of these stories makes them difficult for citizens to efficiently follow and understand. This crisis is occurring as political power is increasingly being exercised at the state
and local level, and therefore more efficient approaches to state and local journalism are needed. Many
of the procedural events for these stories is already available as structured data from sources such as
TrackBill.com, and therefore the domain is particularly well-suited to early automation of complex stories.
Like the pursuit stories reported by NBC SoCal, local and state government stories have a particular cadence. Similar kinds of stories tend to happen again and again, but with different specific activity,
different characters, at different locations and often in a different order. Unlike the pursuit stories, local
and state government stories tend to be longer and more structurally complex. They have very distinct
phases, and often branch and intersect in ways that pursuit stories never do. They also tend to vary
much more from story to story than pursuit stories do, and they clearly would require WordSmith templates that were much too complex to be feasible for use in a realistic editorial environment. In examining a selection of structured local and state government stories it therefore quickly became apparent
that the technique used on the pursuit stories would not be sufficient.
A series of trial-and-error sessions involving the manual manipulation of versions of structured
local and state government stories resulted in two candidate approaches to handling the increased complexity. The first of these involved reducing the unit of language generation from the structured story to
the structured event – i.e. developing separate WordSmith templates for each individual structured
event within a structured local/state government story, based on the event frame used to instantiate the
structured event. The idea was that the resulting text could then be assembled into a finished text article
from those multiple outputs, based on the story-level structure from the database. This approach quickly
failed, because although it was easy to come up with ways to generate coherent text event by event, it
was extremely difficult to do so in a way that made the assembled text coherent and comprehensible.
The barrier to this approach is therefore editorial, and it is difficult to see how text fragments could be
authored within event-based ‘micro templates’ to enable grammatical coherence in the assembled text.
The second candidate approach was to break down each structured story into multiple ‘story
segments’ based on the activity of portions of the story. The idea here was that each segment could be
handled as a separate story in the same manner as the pursuit stories described above. Each would be
matched to a specific WordSmith template to generate output text for the segment and it would then be
relatively easy to assemble the finished complete text document from the relatively small number of segment text blocks. The diagram in Figure 4 illustrates this candidate approach applied to a structured
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story containing three segments relating to the origin, passage and consequences of a piece of proposed
legislation becoming law.

FIGURE 4
Example of a multi-segment approach to generating NLG text from relatively unpredictable structured
stories
Again, each of these segments follows a process that is identical to that used for the pursuit stories and the only new challenges that arise here are finding a method to accurately split up the structured story into segments that match appropriate WordSmith templates, and addressing the editorial
challenge of transitioning between segments in assembling the final text article.
This exploration of multi-segment processing of structured stories is still at an early stage. Although the process works for a narrow range of local/state government stories, the procedure for recognizing segments and matching them to templates is not yet automatable. More general use of the approach may require machine learning to achieve reliable performance, which would in turn require the
collection of more training data. Nonetheless the approach appears to be possible, and the remaining
challenges are well-defined. If it can be made routine then the implications could be profound. Such a
process could, for example, enable automation to extend substantially beyond the formulaic stories described above in example 1, enabling the automated writing of longer, one-off stories that are more
complex and less predictable. Such a process might also even eventually be applied to the automated
expression of news stories as video, using techniques similar to those currently employed by the
Wibbitz.com automated video production technology, which currently creates video based on text articles.
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Evaluating Event-driven Narratives
Evaluating the quality of automated texts from NLG systems has been the subject of ongoing research
since at least the late 1990’s (Dale and Mellish 1998; Krahmer and Theune 2010). Initial attempts at evaluation focused on assessing the output of each of the technical sub-systems contributing to the completed text, e.g. the text planning, lexical selection and sentence planning sub-systems (Barr 2003). This
approach was appropriate for evaluating these developer-operated early NLG systems, but is less useful
for assessing modern commercial NLG systems in which templates are created editorially by writers.
Evaluating the quality of texts produced by these newer systems is challenging because it is not clear
what is being evaluated: the underlying data model, the quality of the underlying data, the template author’s writing ability, the template author’s logic or the consumers perception of the output text or of its
origin.
Objective evaluation of the output of automated journalism by academic researchers has typically been performed using a ‘blind taste test’ methodology, in which consumers are shown various examples of automatically-generated and human-written texts and asked to rate each example according
to various criteria, such as credibility and readability (Clerwall 2014; van der Kaa and Krahmer 2014;
Graefe et al. 2016). As automated journalism becomes more common, however, human-versus-machine
comparisons may become insufficient, because the knowledge that automated and human writing can
be broadly comparable has now already been established. The development of more advanced forms of
automated journalism – such as event-driven narratives – may therefore require a new evaluation
framework that directly considers the structural and semantic complexity of output texts. Such a framework should provide feedback that facilitates technical improvements in journalistic data models and
NLG systems, and that thereby helps to advance the sophistication of texts available from automated
journalism.
A framework for evaluating the sophistication of machine-generated texts would likely require
multiple components that together enable comparisons between output from different data models, different templates and different NLG systems. Some candidate components include:








Discourse categories, identifying the type of discourse communicated in the text (for example
description, narrative, explanation, exposition, etc.). Related work on discourse analysis in news
includes Bell (1991) and Van Dijk (1988).
A story complexity metric, measuring the degree to which the text exhibits the characteristics of
narrative, such as episodic structure, setting, the presence of characters, etc. Related work on
assessing narrative structure as a diagnostic tool has been done by Gillam et al. (1999), and similar metrics have been proposed for other forms of discourse, such as exposition.
A language complexity metric, measuring the degree to which aspects of the language of the text
exhibits structure and variety. Several methods of measuring language complexity exist, including lexical density (Gregori-Signesa and Clavel-Arroitiab 2015), idea density (Covington 2009) and
various metrics used to assess student performance in writing and reading (Nelson et al. 2012).
A data complexity metric, measuring the complexity of the underlying data model used to generate the output texts. Various formal measurement of the complexity of data models have been
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proposed (Calero et al. 2001), and heuristic metrics, such as the dimensionality of data models,
are in common use.
A consumer perception metric, measuring consumer perception of the sophistication of communication exhibited in the text. This metric would be analogous to the descriptors of credibility
and quality mentioned by Clerwall (2014).

Collectively, the availability of these, or similar, metrics would enable text-to-text comparison of the
complexity and sophistication of machine-generated news. Individually, their availability would enable
testing of various hypotheses about the differences between automated texts output from descriptive
data (e.g. figure 1) and texts output from event-driven narrative data (e.g. figure 2). Such hypothesis
tests might include:






Whether the latter are of a different class of discourse (narrative) than the former (static description);
Whether the latter exhibit greater story complexity than the former;
Whether the latter exhibit greater language complexity than the former, specifically regarding
the variety of verbs and the role of nouns within the activity of verbs;
Whether the latter are based on underlying data of greater dimensionality than the former;
Whether consumers of these news texts will perceive the latter to be more complex or sophisticated than the former.

By enabling comparisons between automated texts on the basis of sophistication, such a framework may
provide incentives that impel the practice of automated journalism within newsrooms towards greater
sophistication. Developing and demonstrating this proposed evaluation framework, using metrics with
firm criteria based on accepted principles, is, however, a significant challenge and remains as future
work.

Challenges and Limitations
It is clear that template-based NLG platforms such as WordSmith are already capable of supporting the
automatic generation of event-based text narratives at scale. But it is also clear that there are numerous
significant challenges to overcome before event-based approaches could be used in production editorial
environments to automate journalism. These challenges can be loosely grouped into two categories:
those relating to the availability of structured event and story data, and those relating to the editorial
skills required to author the logic and text fragments of templates, and the text descriptions of activity
associated with structured event frames.
From a technical perspective the ability to capture and store structured event and story data for
journalism is not yet a completely solved problem, although it is close to solution. It is necessary, for example, to develop taxonomies of abstractions of journalistic events (such as the event frames used by
Structured Stories) at granularities much finer than currently provided by FrameNet, the Events and Situations Ontology and schema.org. It is also necessary to find ways to simplify the acquisition of structured
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event and story data, likely using a combination of ingestion of already-structured data (such as TrackBill), the automated extraction of structured event data from text (as demonstrated by the NewsReader
project), the use of sequentially guided user interfaces like that used by Structured Stories, and possibly
new techniques such as controlled natural language interfaces.
From a usage perspective the development of technology, infrastructure and processes that ensure the availability of structured event and story data is a ‘bootstrap’ problem, where infrastructure and
data must be accumulated in order to demonstrate value, attract investment and therefore develop further infrastructure and data. It is important to appreciate that automated journalism is just one use case
of structured event and story platforms, and that other uses might drive their development - for example
chat interfaces, smart content and business or government intelligence applications.
The editorial challenges associated with the automation of complex journalism may perhaps be
more difficult to overcome than the technical challenges (see also Flew et al. 2012). For example it is not
easy to author the text fragments and logic of NLG templates such that any variation of the input data
produces quality text, and this difficulty is compounded when using event-based data values that are
also text fragments, authored separately. Additional editorial challenges arise from authoring the transitions between blocks of text generated separately for assembly into a single final text document, and indeed from the logic by which text blocks are assembled into larger documents. Challenges relating to expressing narrative structure (i.e. the narrative network effect, the differential value of events and the semantic zoom effect) in a grammatically and structurally coherent NLG template are also not trivial.
These, and other, editorial challenges suggest a need to develop new journalistic styles and grammatical
vocabularies appropriate to automated journalism, and a need to develop editorial guidelines and style
guides for text fragments, template authoring and document assembly.
Underlying these editorial challenges is the unavoidable requirement that journalists develop the
‘computational thinking’ skills necessary to work with journalistic information and with narrative as abstractions. Building and operating an automated journalism workflow based on structured events and
computational narratives is an intrinsically abstract endeavor, requiring journalists to move back and
forth between specific events and stories and the generalized patterns that those events and stories exhibit. Such skills are not primarily technical or technological. Given appropriate platforms and user interfaces, such as the WordSmith user interface, journalists should be able to work with structured events,
narratives and narrative abstractions without any coding skills, database skills, mathematical skills, or
other technical expertise. Instead, they need only develop and apply a familiarity with the patterns of
journalistic information, as distinct from the particulars (Anderson 2014). This is not an easy skill to master, and would require substantial changes in the goals and curricula of journalistic education and in the
incentives and expectations of journalists within newsrooms. Ironically, a primarily reason for journalists
to learn to code may not be so that they can code, but so that they can learn to think about journalism in
the same way that software developers think about code.
It is important to emphasize that the proportion of news stories that are susceptible to automation using these techniques, while far greater than is currently possible, is still quite limited. Only news
events for which event frames can be defined can be captured as data, and only stories that exhibit some
formulaic structure can be processed into a form useable by NLG systems. Also, the mere availability of
data structures for news events and stories is insufficient for automation unless workflows for actually
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reporting news as structured data are in place. A simple economic limitation also arises from the need
for a minimum quantity of any one ‘kind’ of story in order to justify the investment in automating its production. These limitations, and others, ensure that manual writing will remain the only viable method for
producing the most complex, impactful and valuable journalism for the foreseeable future. Nonetheless,
as demonstrated in this article, it is indeed possible to encode many journalistic events and stories as
data, and thereby automate the writing of news that is more complex than routine sports and finance
reporting.

Conclusion
Much of the early discussion about automated journalism has focused on ‘algorithms’ – the step-by-step
or statistical procedures by which information is translated from data into natural language text. This focus may be insufficient, however, because data models likely have much more influence than ‘algorithms’ in determining how much automation is possible, or desirable, in journalism. The full potential of
automation in journalism should therefore be considered in terms of journalism-specific data models
that can be intentionally designed and used to drive NLG text output, rather than merely in terms of
what data models (and data) already happen to be available. Future research on automated journalism
should not merely address questions about the quality of automated texts relative to human-written
texts – NLG software is already of comparable quality (see Graefe et al. 2016) – but should also examine
how journalists and media organizations can deliberately model the structured data used by NLG software to advance the sophistication of automated journalism. Similarly, ethical questions currently being
asked about aspects of data in journalism, such as data origin, selection, and usage (Zion and Craig 2014),
bias and objectivity (Gillespie 2014) and algorithmic transparency and accountability (Diakopoulos 2015)
may need to be expanded to include questions about the data models used to capture that journalistic
data.
The intentional design and use of novel data models for automated journalism, as described in
this paper, requires precise definition of the nature of journalistic information. In particular, recognizing
the distinction between static ‘description’ and dynamic event-driven ‘storytelling’ enables the conception of data models that can automate more sophisticated and engaging narration. These story-like data
models, sometimes called ‘event-centric knowledge graphs’ or ‘narrative networks’, are already a reality.
It is possible that similarly precise definition of other forms of journalistic information may enable further progress in automating complex journalistic writing, for example in the use computational representations of causality to automate ‘explanation’ journalism.
The experience of this project suggests that the editorial challenges of automating more sophisticated journalism will likely be greater than the technical challenges. It is important to recognize that it is
unlikely that formal scientific models of the entirety of natural language will be available in the foreseeable future, and therefore that automated journalism will probably develop in the absence of computationally-accessible grammars that might permit the automated generation of journalistic text without
human-generated templates. Automating journalism, from designing data models to authoring NLG templates, will therefore remain an almost entirely editorial activity, albeit at a much more abstract level
than is seen in traditional editorial work. A new kind of ‘meta-editorial’ skill that combines the ability to
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abstract the use of language with the ability to apply that abstraction to crafting language-based editorial products will be required.
Given the economic realities facing journalism, increased automation is probably essential to fulfilling journalism’s societal mission and will therefore probably become a more common aspect of the
practice of journalism. If that automation is to be comprehensive and engaging enough to be useful then
it will likely need to be in story-like form, based on story-like data. Creating and formalizing the data
models, workflows and editorial skills necessary to support such automation is therefore a worthy investment in economically sustainable journalism, and an exciting opportunity.
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